Step 1: Determine Bracket Position

Auxiliary Support Brackets

Lakeside and Parkland Blinds

This bracket is only used on wider blinds to support the
middle section of the blind. The support should be
placed level with the installation brackets. Please make sure
that it is positioned so that it will not interfere with the blind's
cords and ladders or tapes.

This unique valance clip system
allows the clip to "disappear" as it
fits into a hidden back groove on
the valance board. To do this, twist
the clip into the groove on the back
of the valance until it snaps into
place. If you are doing an inside
mount, snap the valance onto the
headrail before you install the
headrail into the mounting brackets. If you are doing an outside mount, you will find it easier to attach the valance
after the headrail is installed.

Step 3 Prepare the Valance
Unwrap the blind. Do not untie its cord. Hold the blind up to the window to
determine the proper placement. It will fit either inside the window casing or
outside the casing (either on the casing or on the wall).

Before you secure the headrail into the brackets, snap the valance brackets onto
the headrail 1" to the side of each of the ladders. Do not try to position them
directly at the ladders as they may interfere with the operation of the blind.

Outside Mount

For Wood Blinds, the headrail with valance clips can be installed. For Lakeside
or Parkland blinds, it is easier to attach the clips to the valance, and then attach
the entire valance assembly to the headrail. On inside mount blinds, this should
occur before the headrail is installed into the brackets.

Hold the blind level and centre against the window casing. Mark the casing with
a pencil just below the headrail on each end. Also mark the window casing 1/8"
beyond the ends of the headrail. The right and left installation brackets will be
placed on these marks.

Gently push the headrail back into the brackets. If
an auxiliary support bracket is used, be sure that it
is properly engaged with the headrail.

Valance Bracket

Inside Mount
Make sure the headrail is level and clear of obstructions. Make pencil marks
below the headrail on each end. The right hand and left hand installation
brackets will be placed on these marks.

Ladder

Ceiling or Overhead Mount
Hold the blind level and centre in front of the window. Make a pencil mark 1/8"
beyond the ends of the headrail. The right and left installation brackets will be
placed on these marks.

Step 4 Insert the Headrail

Wood
Valance Clip

Lakeside and
Parkland
Valance Clip

Close the swivel covers to lock the headrail in place.
If the blind does not fit snugly left to right; open the
mounting brackets, remove the headrail, and pry
out the tab at the ends of the headrail a bit with a flat
head screwdriver. If the blind fits too tightly, press
the tabs in with a pair of pliers. Reinstall the headrail
and close the swivel covers.

Attach the End Return

IMPORTANT: Keep the headrail level even if the window isn't!
Step 2: Mounting the Brackets
The brackets may be mounted using two screws in several different orientations
depending on your needs.
Open the bracket's swivel cover with a screwdriver. Hold the bracket against the
mounting surface and align it with the pencil marks. Using a pencil, mark the
location of two diagonal holes for the mounting screws. You may drill holes for
the screws using a 7/64" drill bit, or use a hammer and finishing nail or awl to make
small holes to start the screws. Keep the screws a minimum of 1/4" from the edge
of the wood to prevent it from splitting.
If the mounting surface is metal, you must pre-drill holes for the screws. Use a
1/8" steel drill bit.
If the surface is brick, tile, stone, or concrete, it will be necessary to use a carbide
drill and suitable anchors, plugs or screws.
Plaster and wallboard need pre-drilled holes for special anchors or plugs.

If an end return was ordered, the valance and end return sections will have
mitered corners.
On Lakeside and Parkland blinds, the small metal corner piece is inserted into
the back groove of both the end return and the main valance. This will ensure
proper alignment for the corner.
Mounting the Valance
Please read carefully before proceeding as valance installation proceedures are
different for each type of blind, and may vary depending on type of installation.
Wood Blinds
The valance clips fit neatly over the
edges of the valance board. To do this,
place the top edge of the valance into the
space on the valance into the space on
the valance clip, and lightly push the
bottom up and back until it snaps into
place.

Step 5 Attach the Wand
The tilter has a clear plastic shaft protector which
slides up the tilter shaft. With this pushed up, place
the clip on the end of the wand onto the hook on the
tilter. After the wand is hooked in place, slide the clear
protector down the tilter shaft to secure the wand in place.
Please note that not all blinds use tilt wands, so none will be
provided if the cord tilter is specified.

Step 6 Adjusting the Length
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Wood & Faux Wood
Installation Instructions
Raise & Lower

Congratulations on purchasing a Wood or Faux wood blind. Please take a
few moments to read over the entire instructions prior to commencing. With
careful installation and periodic cleaning, your blind will provide you with
many years of trouble free service.

Lock in Place

Untie the cords. To raise or lower the blind, pull the cords downward and towards
the centre of the blind. To lock the blind in place, pull the cords back past the end
of the blind and release them.

WARNING

MISE EN GARDE

1-866-662-0666

Step 7 Tilting the slats
Rotate the wand to adjust the angle of the slats. Caution: Do Not continue to
turn the wand after it starts to bind, as this may cause damage to the tilt
mechanism. For Cord tilt blinds, pull alternate cords to tilt the slats.

Cleaning
Your blind is easily cleaned by extending it full length and closing the slats (not
tightly). Wipe them with a soft brush or cloth, or clean them with your vacuum
cleaner's brush attachment. A damp cloth or mild detergent can also be used.Do
not leave moisture on wood slats. Please avoid scrubbing as the surface
appearance may be affected.Tilt them in the other direction and wipe clean the
other side as well.

Young children can STRANGLE in cord
and bead chain loops. They can also
wrap cords around their necks and
STRANGLE.

Un jeune enfant peut s’ÉTRANGLER
avec la boucle d’un cordon ou d’une
chaînette. Il peut aussi enrouler le cordon autour de son cou et s’ÉTRANGLER.

-- Always keep cords and bead chains out
of children’s reach.

--Gardez toujours les cordons et les
chaînettes hors de portée des enfants.

--Move cribs, playpens, and other furniture away from cords and bead chains.
Children can climb furniture to get to cords.

--Éloignez les lits et parcs de bébè, ainsi
que toute autre pièce de mobilier, des
cordons et des chaînettes . Un enfant
peut grimper sur un meuble pour atteindre
les cordons.

--Do not tie cords together. Make sure
cords do not twist together and create a
loop.

--Ne nouez pas deux cordons. Faites en
sorte que deux cordons ne puissent
s’entremêler et former une boucle.

For more information on blind cord safety, contact Health Canada at 1-866-662-0666, or
visit their website at:
www.healthcanada.gc.ca/blindcords
www.santecanada.gc.ca/cordons-stores

Your Package includes:
•

2 End brackets

You also need:

•

Mounting screws

•

Pencil

•

Wand (or optional cord tilter)

•

•

Optional Valance & Brackets

Screwdriver (flat head) with
medium size blade

•

Auxiliary Support Brackets
(blinds over 49" wide)

•

Robertson screw driver

•

Drill

•

7/64" drill bit or hammer and
finishing nail

You may have:
•

Optional Hold down brackets

•

Level

•

1/16" drill bit

Warranty
The headrails of Jackson Parkland, Lakeside, and Enchandted Woods blinds
are warranted to give satisfactory service under normal use for five (5) years from
the date of purchase. During this time, Jackson will repair or replace without
charge any part of the headrail which is defective in materials or workmanship.
The slats of Parkland and Lakeside blinds are warranted to give satisfactory
service under normal use for five (5) years from the date of purchase. The slats
of Enchanted woods blinds are warranted to give satisfactory service under
normal use for three (3) years from the date of purchase. During this time,
Jackson will repair or replace any parts which are defective in materials or
workmanship.
This warranty does not cover soiling, scratching or fading from use. This
warranty does not cover defects which result from misuse of the blind. This
warranty does not cover claims for incidental or consequential damages. This
warranty does not cover transportation nor installation charges.
We recommend that all Window Fashions be professionally installed.

